
PERSONNEL - COMMITTEE 
Tuesday, June 21, 2022 - 10:00 AM 

 
 

 
Stephanie DeZalia, Chairperson 
JoePete Wilson, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairwoman DeZalia called this Personnel Meeting to order at 10:00 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Clayton Barber, Robin DeLoria, Stephanie DeZalia, Derek Doty, 
Shaun Gillilland, Charlie Harrington, Roy Holzer, Ken Hughes, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, 
James Monty, Tom Scozzafava, Matt Stanley, Ike Tyler, Joe Pete Wilson, Margaret Wood and 
Mark Wright.   Davina Winemiller was excused.   

 
Department Heads present: Jim Dougan, Judy Garrison, Dan Manning, Jennifer Mascarenas and 
Dan Palmer. 
 
Also present: Bill Tansey 
 
News media:  SUN – Alana Penny 
 
 
DEZALIA:  Good morning.  We’ll get this Personnel meeting to order by starting with Jenn 
Mascarenas, Personnel.  Good morning Jenn. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Good morning. I submitted my monthly report and the updated vacancy list for 
everyone to review.  Any questions? 
 
DEZALIA:  No questions for Jenn? 
 
GILLILLAND:  How many open positions do we have right now. 
 
MASCARENAS:  There is forty total on there now.  It was better than last month. 
 
DEZALIA:  Good.  Anything else?  Thank you Jenn. 
Next up Judy. 
 
GARRISON: Good morning. I submitted my monthly report and do not have anything in addition 
to that this month unless anyone has any questions? 
 
DEZALIA: Any questions for Judy?  Thank you Judy. 
And Dan. 
 
MANNING: I just have a couple quick things, last week I sent you a little memo on the Open C-
Pace program that we had established and the Saranac Waterfront Lodge which is a vacant 
building in Saranac Lake, on the water.  As you recall, we passed a Local Law last year 
implementing the Open C-Pace program, that program basically allows for a group, I forgot what 
they were called, we contract with a group that allows, connects finance seekers and venture 
capitalists with different organizations in the county and lends them money for energy 
improvement systems and environmental upgrades to their projects.  The reason we began this 
because last time there was a big project in Lake Placid that I think Joseph Barile started, it was 
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a very ambitious project, tons of condos, tons of rental units that didn’t come to fruition so we did 
not enter although we although we passed a local law we did not enter into an agreement with 
the Energy Improvement Corporation that is our agent.  We have this new project now with 
Saranac Waterfront Lodge and although the prior resolution permitted the Chairman of the Board 
or the County Manager to execute contracts and letters of agreement with Energy Improvement 
I wanted to bring this up and get another resolution just as a belt and suspenders so we all 
understand what’s going on so we got the Local Law that implements the program, we have this 
organization that is acting as our agent, we now need to contract with them.  I’m looking for a 
resolution to contract with them and this would be limited only to the Saranac Waterfront Lodge 
project and we will just take these one step at a time so that we know and we’re comfortable with 
how they are handling things.  So what I will ask for is a resolution authorizing us to execute a 
contract with Environmental Improvement Corporation and a side letter that limits this only 
concern to the Waterfront Lodge.  If you want to know what the improvements are they are energy 
saving improvements that are high efficiency heat pump systems, pervious pavement in and 
around the building, indoor air quality monitoring and control, the use of solar electric power 
instead of fossil fuels which is kind of a misnomer because you don’t get electric without using 
fossil fuels so a lot of this is already implemented so it’s for them to also refinance this. 
 
DEZALIA:  Can I get someone to move that resolution? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A CONTRACT WITH ENERGY 
IMPROVEMENT CORPORATION AND ESSEX COUNTY RELATIVE TO THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ENERGY NY OPEN C-PACE FINANCING PROGRAM WITH ESSEX 
COUNTY AS AUTHORIZED BY LOCAL LAW NO. 3 OF 2021 ENTITLED, “ENERGIZE NY 
OPEN C-PACE FINANCING PROGRAM LOCAL LAW”  Wilson, Hughes 
 
DEZALIA:  Any questions? 
 
MONTY:  Dan, I’m not the committee but I just question, if this project was to start and for some 
reason financially it goes under is there any obligation to Essex County after this happens? 
 
MANNING:  Very good question.  I should have brought that up.  None.  We’re not connected to 
this, all it is is pairing of the person or organization in need of money with lenders so they lend the 
money with this person, they go belly up there’s no, nothing that can come back on us except 
back taxes which we would then foreclose on. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you. 
 
DOTY: I just want to reiterate a couple conversations that Dan and I had about this and in the 
most bottom line way to look at this, it’s a way a project qualifies for lower interest rates and that’s 
about the size of this program am I right Dan? 
 
MANNING:  Yes, yes and on top of that it’s good for the area economy because you’re helping a 
business get lower interest rates. 
 
DOTY:  It’s really just a recognition from this board that we recognize environmental sensitive 
programs and reward them with better interest rates. 
 
MANNING:  That’s it in a nutshell. 
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DOTY:  Thank you. 
 
DEZALIA:  Okay, anyone else?  All in favor, opposed – carried. 
 
MANNING: Thank you.  That’s it for me. 
 
DEZALIA:  It looks like, did we have resolutions recommended from the Retention and 
Recruitment Task Force? 
 
WILSON:  Yes, so the first resolution is and this is a recommendation from the recruitment and 
retention committee, a resolution authorizing the renewal of the life insurance policy to county 
employees.  It’s been offered and it’s up for renewal and the recruitment and retention committee 
used that as both an important part of recruitment and retaining employees and Dan, the cost is 
I think you said was $34,000? 
 
PALMER:  Yes, it’s actually $37,373.70, is the amount and actually that’s the same renewal 
amount as last year so it has not changed, it’s the same renewal. 
 
WILSON:  And that’s across the whole – 
 
PALMER:  It covers all 500 employees, full and part-time.  It’s a $50,000 benefit for full time 
employees and a $25,000 benefit for part time employees. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE RENEWAL OF THE LIFE INSURANCE POLICY TO 
COUNTY EMPLOYEES.  Wilson, Stanley 
 
DEZALIA: Any other questions? 
 
HUGHES:  Is this an annual renewal? 
 
PALMER: That’s an annual renewal, yes. 
 
DEZALIA:  Anything else?  All in favor, opposed – moved. 
 
WILSON:  Thank you for that and then the second resolution is drafted in here and the committee 
is recommending offering county employee referral program.  So the details are in this hand out 
you got and it also got the agreement forms on the back so I would make the motion that the 
committee consider this. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A COUNTY EMPLOYEE REFERRAL PROGRAM POLICY.  
Wilson, Stanley. 
 
DEZALIA:  Any questions on this? 
 
McNALLY:  Yeah, I’m not an expert in this field but it looks like a lot of our current employees are 
relatives to other employees and I think that I would like to make employees eligible for hiring 
relatives.  There are people that work here and maybe their daughter is graduating high school 
and would like to work for the county and I think excluding them is not fair not to mention, I believe 
quite a few of our current employees have relations working here. 
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DEZALIA: That is true. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, again I don’t have an objection to it.  I know it’s always been an issue that 
sometimes you get this idea of nepotism but I’ve got to tell you, in the private sector they look for 
people that are related to other employees.  I mean, obviously if you have a current employee 
who is a good employee and they are reliable and they come in every day and certainly you would 
want to consider a family member because it’s the same kind of work ethic, right?  I mean you 
learn your work ethic from those in your family a lot of cases so I don’t have an issue with that, I 
did include this language.  It’s been included in some previous, these kinds of programs so I just 
included it.  I’m certainly willing to change that if that’s the flavor of the board? 
 
HOLZER:  Two things, so is there a sunset rule on this provision like we reexamine this in a couple 
years? 
 
PALMER:  Actually what I had thought Roy was that typically and what I recommended to the 
retention committee is that you make it expire at the end of the year and just, at the end of the 
year you look at it and say did it work, did it not work, do we want to redo it, do we want to change 
it, is there anything we want to do differently?  So, I think the idea where you’re going to reach a 
point where you have to review a second time is in the board’s best interest really you know, you 
don’t want to start a program that’s just kind of hanging out there and the board is unaware of 
later so typically I recommend – 
 
HOLZER:  That happens a lot, right?  Because it’s like and I don’t have an issue with it but it’s like 
the life insurance policy, last year we were going to do that just for last year and then if the 
employees wanted to pick it up we would do that.  I’m thinking we are still kind of kicking around 
what we need to get from employees so maybe this is a big enough incentive to help retain or get 
help but I’m just worried that when we start these we definitely need to remember what we talked 
about and have some kind of review. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, no I don’t disagree.  I sat in your chairs so I understand that more than most so 
I think having an end date of December 31, 2022, will allow you to review it and renew it if you 
want. 
 
DEZALIA:  So that would mean the referral would need to be made by then because twenty-six 
weeks would go into the next year? 
 
PALMER:  Well, anybody that referred up until expiring date would still get it yes. 
 
DEZALIA:  Okay. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Boy, I wish this was around in the 80’s and 90’s I would be rich. 
 
DEZALIA:  Except that you’re excluded from this. 
 
MONTY:  I’d like to see us go to one year for the second payment instead of twenty-six weeks, 
either twenty-six pay periods they would have to be on the payroll.  I just think that will be a little, 
added incentive to keep them, encourage them. I think twenty-six weeks somebody really not 
even knowing the job that they are in you know, because they may think they like something and 
they start it and then six months down the road they say, you know, maybe this isn’t for me and 
we’ve already paid the second portion of it.  I’d like to see us make one year. 
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PALMER:  That’s up to you guys.  I mean, the reason I chose 26 weeks because that’s the 
standard probationary period so the probationary period ends at that 26 weeks. 
 
MONTY:  It shouldn’t really be tied to probationary. 
 
PALMER:  Well, typically if somebody makes it to 26 weeks they are probably going to stay that’s 
the way I looked it, that was all.   It’s up to you guys. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So, how are we paying for it Dan? 
 
PALMER:  Well, again how I proposed in here is that the $500 would be paid at the point when 
the employee starts and then the additional $1000 would be paid after the 26 weeks or whatever 
you guys decide. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Where is it coming out of, I mean the money to fund this? 
 
PALMER:  I will take this out of the American Recovery Funds at this point, yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I don’t disagree with the concept.  I think $1500 is a little high. I mean $1000 
would be more realistic than $1500, I’m not on this committee but that’s my opinion on it. 
 
PALMER:  Again, I just threw a number in there when I looked at the ones there are a bunch of 
them around and I kind of looked at a bunch of them and they ranged from anywhere from $500 
to $5,000, I mean, it’s really depending I guess how desperate people are to recruit I guess but I 
would, if you want to revise it to a $1000 and have $500 and $500? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I’m not on the committee I can’t amend it. 
 
WILSON:  So maybe the things that need revision are section one, referring a relative on page 
three, in general provisions that very end, add to L add, this is in effect until December 31, 2022 
and then, for the amount I kind of agree with Dan’s logic on the probationary period.  A year is so 
long for you know, it doesn’t seem like much of a reward if you, a year seems a long time so I 
propose that we keep it tied to the probationary period for the payment bonus and then the amount 
I’m hoping to, whatever we pick a number and it’s what –  
 
McNALLY:  I’m fine with $1500. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Labor right now, nationwide it’s a hot commodity that’s in the driver’s seat right 
now. I don’t think we need to make this harder.  We review it in six months if nobody takes it by 
December 31st then we know that it didn’t work maybe sweeten the pot or if it’s overwhelming and 
we have tremendous numbers and we are starting to really fill up then I would say maybe we 
would start to dial back and go to a year to pay out the second payment or something like that. I 
think we need to try and see if it works first but not tighten down valves before we even get going 
personally and as far as, I agree with Steve, 36,000 people in this county we’re all related one 
way or another so. 
 
DEZALIA:  I saw this weekend a referral for an employee referral program that was $5000, it was 
a private sector.  Alright so we had a mover and a second I believe, right Judy? 
 
GARRISON:  Yes. 
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DEZALIA:  So employees can refer relatives, leaving it at the $1500, leaving it at the twenty-six, 
added a sunset to 2022 was that it? 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, I think that was it. 
 
HUGHES: I will make the motion on the amendment. 
 
DEZALIA:  Ken motion on the amendment and Noel second on that.  Anything further?  All in 
favor of the amendments.  Okay I’m going to move it now as an amended resolution and we 
already had a mover and second.  All in favor.  Was that it?  Anything further to come before 
Personnel? 
 
PALMER:  I will clean up that language and get that back to you before ways and means.  I did, 
part of this is they you always have to negotiate with the bargaining unit side.  I provided this to 
both bargaining units. I indicated that they if they had an issue with it that they needed to let us 
know or what the case maybe.  I did hear back from the general unit they said they were fine with 
it.  I don’t know whether they are going to run an MOU or not that’s kind of their issue I guess? 
 
MANNING:  We should put one together and attach it to it. 
 
PALMER:  Okay and then I will check again with the Sheriff’s unit but I’m not seeing it as an issue. 
 
DEZALIA: Okay. Alright, thank you. Adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Personnel Committee it was 
adjourned at 10:20 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judith Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 

 


